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Abstract: Aiming at collision avoidance, convergence and execution efficiency in the motion planning of 
intelligent high-dimensional robot, the solution for rapid bi-directional balanced RRT (BBRrt) collision 
avoidance based on random sampling has been proposed. Firstly, the theoretical basis for BBRrt has been 
researched based on the concept of random sampling for configuration space, the BBRrt algorithm that can 
improve the performance stability and convergence rate of motion planning in random sampling has been 
developed, the completeness of such algorithm has been proved on a theoretical basis; secondly, the rapid 
collision detection algorithm based on convex hull has been developed by using convex set theory, and the 
theoretical base of such collision detection algorithm has been further proved; finally, a three-dimensional 
visualization system software framework for motion planning has been designed and implemented. Taking 
KURA robot with six degrees of freedom (DoFs) for example, the effectiveness and stability proposed in this 
paper have been verified via computational simulation. Copyright © 2014 IFSA Publishing, S. L. 
 
Keywords: Bi-directional balanced RRT, Motion planning, Collision detection, Configuration space, 
Probabilistically completeness, Convex set theory, High dimensional robot. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

The intelligent high-dimensional robot highly 
integrates artificial intelligence, intelligent control, 
information processing, advanced manufacturing, 
computer software technologies, whose development 
will exert significant and far-reaching impact on 
society, economy, science and national defense [1-4]. 
It has become the strategic goal researched by the 
high-tech fields in every country. Collision avoidance 
motion planning is the core technology in intelligent 
high-dimensional robot research, which draws the 
widespread attention of the scholars in every 
country [5-12]. Aiming at the efficiency and 
performance of RRT algorithm, this paper first puts 
forward the bi-directional balanced RRT (BBRrt) 

algorithm for motion planning and mainly discusses 
the basic principle of BBRrt algorithm and 
probabilistic completeness; secondly, the rapid 
collision detection algorithm based on convex hull 
has been proposed by using convex set theory, and its 
theoretical base has been further researched; finally, a 
lot of simulation experiments are conducted for the 
proposed BBRrt algorithm and collision detection 
algorithm via computer. 
 
 

2. Basic Theory of BBRrt 
 

2.1. BBRrt Algorithm 
 

BBRrt algorithm is the combination of forward 
RRT search and backward RRT search. A tree grows 
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up from start configurations while other tree grows 
up from the goal configurations [7-10] (see Fig. 1).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of BBRrt algorithm. 
 
 

The pseudo codes of BBRrt algorithm are shown 
as follows. 

 
Algorithm Path * BBRrt ( startθ , goalθ , K , λ ) { 

1  aT .init( startθ ); bT . init( goalθ ); 

2   Path * path ＝NULL; 

3    for( k=1;k< K ;k++) { 

4       path ＝ Expansion( aT , bT , λ ); 

5       if( IsExist( path )) 

6            return path ; 

7     else  

8        Swap( aT , bT ); 

9     } 
10   return NULL; } 
 

The algorithm Expansion ( ) is to complete each 
extension for alternative iteration of bi-directional 
RRT trees. 

 
Algorithm Path * Expansion ( aT , bT , λ ) { 

1   randθ =RandConfig( ); 

2   if(Extend( aT , randθ , λ )!= Trapped) { 

3       if(Connect( bT , randθ , λ )==Reached) { 

4           return ),( ba TT Path ; 

5        } } 
6   return NULL;} 

 
The algorithm Extend ( ) is to have T extended a 

step size λ  to randθ  in C . NearestNeighbor( ) is 

called to find the configuration node nearestθ nearest 

to randθ  in T . IsCollision ( ΔH
~

( newθ ), n ) detects 

whether the new configuration node newθ  collides 

with the obstacle obsC .  

 

Algorithm Result Extend( T , randθ , λ ){ 

1   nearestθ = NearestNeighbor( T , randθ );  

2   newθ = NewConfig( nearestθ , randθ , λ ); 

3   if( !IsCollision( ΔH
~

( newθ ), n )) { 

4      T .AddVertex( newθ ); 

5      T . AddEdge（ nearestθ , newθ ); 

6      if( λ≤− randnew θθ ) 

7         return Reached; 
8      else  
9         return Advanced; 
10  } 
11  return Trapped;} 
 

The Algorithm Connect ( ) is to have T  

extended to multiple step sizes λ  to randθ  until the 

obstacles are met, and the distance against randθ  or 

randθ  is less than that of extended step size λ . 

 

Algorithm  Result Connect( T , randθ , λ ) { 

1.  do { 

2.  result = Extend( T , randθ , λ ); 

3.  } while(result == Advanced ) 
4.  return  result; } 

 
 
2.2. Probabilistic Completeness 
 

This section details probabilistic completeness of 

BBRrt algorithm. If FF ⊆s  has a paths with 

collision avoidance connecting start configuration 

startθ  and goal configuration goalθ , and when the 

total number of randomly sampled configuration is 
increased infinitely, the probability for the BBRrt 
algorithm to find this path is  converged to 1 [7, 8]. 

Proof:  

i) First, if a set }1{ ni,ii ≤≤∈=Φ Cθθ  

consisting of n configuration points are obtained 
through even random probability sampling, then the 
probability of obtaining the linking sequence 
containing m configuration points is at least 

mnme /1 αλ−− . 

Suppose the event ie ( mi ≤≤1 ) indicates that 

the total linking sequences in sampling configuration 

point set Φ  is up to i , ie  indicates that the total 

linking sequences in sampling configuration point set 
Φ  is less than i , then according to Bayes rule: 

V

newθ
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randθ  

F
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λ
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 )( ir ep  )|()( 11 −− +≤ iirir eepep , (1) 

 

where )|( 1−iir eep  is the probability that a linking 

sequence starting from any configuration point 

Φ∈iθ  in Φ , its linking points are up to 1−i , but 

are less than 1−i . According to the definition of 
linking sequence:  
 

 ( )( ) ki VVθV ⊆= 0 ( )mk ≤≤1 , (2) 

 
According to the definition of λ  extendibility:  

 
 ( ) ( )( ) Cλμμμ ≥≥ ik θVV , (3) 

 
It can be known from ( λ ,α , β ) extendibility:  

 
 ( ) Cαλμαμμ β ≥≥ kk VVExp ))(( , (4) 

 

Suppose BBRrt algorithm begins to sample 0n  

random configuration points in C , only one point is 

located in )( 0VExpβ , and the branch tree is located 

in it as well. Then, 1n configuration points are 

randomly sampled to have the branch tree located in 

)( 1VExpβ . Following this way…, until mn  

configuration points are randomly sampled to have 

the branch tree located in )( mVExpβ . 

Apparently, it is without loss of generality. 
When the BBRrt algorithm is located in 

)( kVExpβ , the configuration points kn  in random 

sampling are the maximal number. If the BBRrt 
algorithm samples the same configuration points in 

other βExp  areas, it can be ensured that at least one 

configuration point is located inside βExp   

area, then: 
 

 
k

m

i i nmnn ⋅== =1
, (5) 

 
The configuration points are randomly sampled 

in F , and the event that they are located inside 

No. i ( mi ≤≤1 ) supra sphere )( iVExpβ  is 

recorded as iA . Otherwise, the generating probability 

of the event iA  is:  

 
 ( ) ( ) 1

4/
1)( −− == CC μμμ β eriir vAp VExp , (6) 

 

Repeat the above sampling experiment 
independently for t  times to form t  Bernoulli 

experiment. ix  represents the times for iA  

occurrence in No. Suprasphere i , and it obeys 

binomial distribution: ( ) == kxp ir  ⋅







k

t
 

 

( )k-
k

1)( Cμβ VExp ( ) kt-
k

−− 1)(1 Cμβ VExp , (1) 

 
where 1,0=k … t . )|( 1−iir eep  represents the 

probability with the event 1−ie  occurrence and 

without the event ie  occurrence. If and only if the 

sampling configuration points in in  Bernoulli 

experiment are not located in )( 1−iVExpβ , it will 

occur. That is, only when the event iA  does not 

occur in in  Bernoulli experiment inside 

)( iVExpβ , such circumstance will appear, then:  

 
 ( )( ) in

kiir eep 1
1 )(1)|( −

− −= Cμμ β VExp , (8) 

 
Formula (4) is substituted into: 

 
 ( ) in

iir eep αλ−=− 1)|( 1 , (9) 

 

In view of 1R∈∀x , it meets xe-x −≤1 , then:  
 

 mnn
iir eeeep i /

1)|( αλαλ −−
− ≤≤ , (10) 

 
Combining formulas (1) and (10), 1 is recurred 

from m , obtaining: 
 

 ≤)( mr ep mnme /αλ− , (11) 

 
 mn

mrmr meepep /1)(1)( αλ−−≥−= , (12) 

 

From any configuration point Φ∈iθ , the 

probability of obtaining the linking sequence 
containing m configuration points is at least 

mnme /1 αλ−− . This indicates that if F  is of 

( λ ,α , β ) extendibility, and as long as sufficient 

configuration points are randomly sampled inF from 
a certain root node, multistep Connect algorithm can 
be used to find the configuration point sequence that 
meets the feasible path requirements.  

ii) Secondly, suppose there are the linking 

sequences ( )startθθ =0 , 1θ ,…, mθ , 1R∈∀ζ , 

10 << ζ  containing m  valid configuration points 

from sstart F∈θ . If 1)]1/()1ln[( −−−≥ βζλm , 

then )()( sm Fζμμ ≥V . It can be known from the 

definition of linking sequence: 
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 )(1 iii θVVV −= , (13) 

 
It can be obtained from the definition of 

( λ ,α , β ) extendibility:  

 
 ( )iVμ ≥ ( ) ( )1)1( −−+ is Vμββμ F , (14) 

 

In view of ( ) ( )( ) ≥= startθVV μμ 0 ( )Cζμ  

( )sFζμ≥ , formula (14) is conversely iterated and 

recurred from m  to 1, obtaining:  
 

 ( ) ≥mVμ ( ) ( )1 1 m
s

e Fβλ μ− − −  , (15) 

 

If 1)]1/()1ln[( −−−≥ βζλm , formula (15) is 

substituted into obtain: 
 

 )()( sm Fζμμ ≥V , (16) 

 
This indicates that if F  is of ( λ ,α , β ) 

extendibility, and as long as sufficient configuration 
points are randomly sampled inF  from a certain root 
node, the BBRrt algorithm can possibly explore the 
linking subspace in F  through building a group of 
visual areas for feasible sequence.  

iii) The following explains the relation between 
randomly sampled configuration points and 
configuration space parameter ( λ ,α , β ). Based on 

this, the probabilistic completeness of BBRrt 
algorithm can be finally proved. 

Suppose 1R∈γ  is the real number in half open 

interval ]1,0( , two RRT trees aT  and bT  are 

generated by taking a pair of start and goal 

configuration points startθ  and goalθ  in FF ⊆s  as 

their root nodes. sn and gn  configuration points are 

obtained by evenly random sampling in C . If the 

total configuration points mn  obtained from 

sampling meet:  
 

( ) [ ]{ }+−≥+= −− 11 )()1(4ln2 γβλαβλgsm nnn

( )11 3ln2 −− ηξ ,  
 
then the probability of successfully connecting these 

two RRT trees aT  and bT  is at least η−1 .  

Since F  meets ( λ ,α , β ) extendibility, it can be 

known according to the conclusion of formula (12) 

that 1n  configuration points are obtained through 

random sampling in C  and the event aθ  that starts 

from sstart F∈θ  and contains 1m ( 11 nm ≤ ) linking 

sequence points ( )startθθ =0 , 1θ , 2θ ,…,
1mθ , then 

the probability of the event aθ  is at least:  

 
 11 /

11)( mn
ar emp αλθ −−= , (17) 

 
Suppose 4/3=ζ  in formulas (15) and (16),  

it can be deduced that if the total feasible 
configuration points in linking sequences meet the 
following condition: 
 

 ( )[ ] 1
1 14ln −−≥ βλm , (18) 

 

Then: ( )( ) ( ) 4/3
1 sstartm Fμμ ≥θV   

 

( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) 2/
21 sgoalmstartm Fμμμ ≥∩ θVθV , (19) 

 

where ( )startm θV
1

 represents the visual area of the 

linking sequence that takes startθ  as a start 

configuration point and contains 1m  valid 

configuration points.  
Similarly, it can be known from the conclusion of 

formula (12) that gn  configuration points are 

obtained through random sampling in C  and the 

event bθ  that starts from sgoal F∈θ  and contains the 

linking sequences ( )goalθ=0ϑ , 1ϑ , …,
2mϑ  of 2m  

valid configuration points, then the probability of the 

event bθ  is at least:  

 
 2/

21)( mn
br

gemp αλθ −−= , (20) 

 
Similarly, suppose 4/3=ζ  in formulas (15) 

and (16), it can be deduced that if the total feasible 
configuration points in linking sequences meet the 
following condition: 
 

 ( )[ ] 1
2 14ln −−≥ βλm , (21) 

 
Then:  

 
 ( )( ) ( ) 4/3

2 sgoalm Fμμ ≥θV , (22) 

 
It can be obtained by combining formulas (19) 

and (22): 
 

( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) 2/
21 sgoalmstartm Fμμμ ≥∩ θVθV , (23) 

 

Record the event 1θ  as: 1n  configuration points 

are randomly sampled in F , there is at least one 

linking sequence that starts from F∈startθ  and 
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contains ( )[ ] 1
1 14ln −−≥ βλm  valid configuration 

points. Contrarily, it is recorded as 1θ .  

Record the event 2θ  as: 12 nnn s −=  

configuration points are randomly sampled in F , 
there is at least one configuration point locating in the 

mixed set of 1m  and 2m  visual areas. Contrarily, it 

is recorded as 2θ .  

Record the event 3θ  as: gn configuration points 

are randomly sampled in F , there is at least one 

linking sequence that starts from F∈goalθ  and 

contains ( )[ ] 1
2 14ln −−≥ βλm  valid configuration 

points. Contrarily, it is recorded as 3θ .  

The events { }332211 ,,,,, θθθθθθ  in full 

probability space meet the condition:  
 

 ( ) ( ) 1=+ irir pp θθ ( 3,2,1=i ), (24) 

 

In essence, the events iθ ( 3,2,1=i ) are mutually 

independent. If the occurrence probability of these 

three events is greater, then iθ ( 3,2,1=i ) are more 

likely to occur simultaneously. If iθ ( 3,2,1=i ) 

occur simultaneously, then the two RRT trees aT  and 

bT  can be successfully connected. The probability of 

simultaneous occurrence of iθ ( 3,2,1=i ) is 

recorded as ( )321 θθθ ∩∩rp . 

It can be deduced from formulas (17) and (18) 

that when 1n  meets the following formula:  

 
 ( ) ( )1

1
1

11 3ln −−≥ ηαλ mmn , (25) 

 
Then:  

 
 ( ) 3/1 ηθ ≤rp , (26) 

 
It can be deduced from formulas (20) and (21) 

that when gn  meets the following formula: 

 
 ( ) ( )1

2
1

2 3ln −−≥ ηαλ mmng , (27) 

 
Then:  

 
 ( ) 3/3 ηθ ≤rp , (28) 

 

Suppose the event sθ  as: sn configuration points 

are randomly sampled in the configuration space, 

there is the linking sequence that starts from startθ  

and contains ( )[ ] 1112ln −−−≥ βλλm  linking 

configurations. Contrarily, it is recorded as sθ . 

Suppose the event gθ  as: gn  configuration 

points are randomly sampled in the configuration 
space, there is at least one configuration point 

locating in the linking sequence built by sθ  and in 

the intersection ( )goalm θVV ∩  of visual areas for 

the goal configuration point goalθ . Contrarily, it is 

recorded as gθ .  

The events { }ggss θ,θ,θ,θ  in full probability 

space meet: 
 

 1)θ()(θ =+ irir pp  ),( gsi = , (29) 

 

In essence, the events sθ  and gθ  are mutually 

independent. If the occurrence probability of these 

three events is greater, then sθ  and gθ  are more 

likely to occur simultaneously. If sθ  and gθ  occur 

simultaneously, then BBRrt algorithm can 
successfully build the collision avoidance paths from 

startθ  to goalθ . The probability of simultaneous 

occurrence of sθ  and gθ  is recorded as 

)θ(θ gsrp ∩ . 

It is known from formula (11): 
mn

sr
smep /)θ( αλ−≤ . Since 

mn
s

smenf /)( αλ−=  is 

a monotone decreasing function about sn , and 

( ) 0lim)(lim / == −

∞→∞→

mn

n
s

n

s

ss

menf αλ
, when  

 

( ) ( )11 2ln −−≥ ηαλ mmns , 2/)θ( λ≤srp , (30) 

 

( )[ ] 1112ln −−−≥ βλλm  is substituted into sn , 

obtaining: ≥sn ( )[ ]( )( ) ⋅− −− 1112ln αβλλλ  

 
 ( )[ ]( ){ }11112ln2ln −−−− ηβλλ , (31) 

 
According to the definition of λ  extendibility:  

 
 ( )( ) ( ) ( )sgoal FC λμλμμ ≥≥θV , (32) 

 
According to formula (16), suppose 

2/1 λζ −= , it is deduced that if the total  

linking quantity in feasible sequences meets the 
following conditions:  
 

 11])1(2ln[ −−−≥ βλλm , (33) 
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Then 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( )sm Fμλμ 2/1−≥V , (34) 
 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )sgoalm Fμλμμ 2/1+≥+ θVV , (35) 

 

In view of sm F⊆V , ( ) sgoal F⊆θV , the mixed 

set area of mV  and ( )goalθV  is greater than 2/λ , 

that is:  
 

 ( )( ) ( ) 2/sgoalm Fλμμ ≥∩ θVV , (36) 

 
One configuration point is randomly sampled 

in C , and it is just located within the mixed set. The 

event ( )( ) ( )( )goalmstartm θVθV
21

μμ ∩  is recorded 

as sgθ , and the occurrence probability of sgθ  is 

recorded as )( sgrp θ . In view of 

( ) sstartm F⊇θV
1

, ( ) sgoalm F⊇θV
2

, it can be 

obtained through similar deduction process with 
formula (36) that the occurrence probability of the 

event sgθ  meets: 

 

 ( ) ( ) 2/2/1 ξμμθ =≥ −
ssgrp F , (37) 

 

Since the configuration point sm F∈θ  can 

simultaneously be connected to the mixed set of 

visual areas of the linking sequences 1m  and 2m , 

multistep extended Connect algorithm can be used to 

connect the two RRT trees aT  and bT  that are 

extended by mθ  to startθ  and goalθ  configuration 

points. In other words, the two valid linking 

sequences generated from startθ  and goalθ  are 

intersected in the configuration point mθ . 

Configuration points 2n  are randomly sampled in 

F , the occurrence probability of the event 2θ  meets:  
 

 ( ) ( )[ ] 2/
2

221 nn
sgrr epp ξθθ −≤−= , (38) 

 

It is deduced from the above formula that:  
when 
 

 ( ) 11
2 3ln2 −−≥ ξηn , (39) 

 

then:  
 

 ( ) 3/2 ηθ ≤rp , (40) 
 

It can be deduced by combining formulas (18), 
(2536), (27), (30) and (37) that when: 

mn ( )[ ]( ) ⋅−≥ −114ln2 αβλλ  

 

( )[ ]( ){ }114ln3ln −− βηλ + ( ) 113ln2 −− ξη , (41) 

 
Then:  

 
 ( )321 θθθ ∩∩rp ≥ η−1 , (42) 

 
(iv) Finally, it can be known from the above 

analysis: ( )η/1ln∝mn , then:  

 
 0)/1(lim ==∝

∞→

− m

m

m n

n

n ee ηη , (43) 

 
Suppose there is a collision avoidance path 

between startθ  and goalθ , suppose gsE θθ ∩=  is 

the corresponding event that the BBRrt ( ) algorithm 
can find the path. According to formula (43), 

η−≥1)Pr(E , then:  

 
 ( ) 1)Pr(lim ≥

∞→
E

mn
, (44) 

 
Apparently, since 1)Pr( ≤E , then:  

 
 ( ) 1)Pr(lim =

∞→
E

mn
, (45) 

 
The proof is finished. 

 
 

3. Rapid Collision Detection Algorithm 
Based on Convex Hull 

 
3.1. Problem Description [8-12] 
 

The collision detection problems of any two 
convex hulls in Cartesian space are described as 
follows. Suppose any two convex hulls in high-
dimensional robot space are respectively named as 
HΔA and HΔB, then the equation set of their convex 
hulls can be expressed as: 
 

 σ≤⋅Δ rH
A

, (46) 

 
 κrH ≤⋅ΔB

, (47) 

 
Combine formula (46) and formula (47): 

 
 brH ≤⋅Δ AB

, (48) 

 

If the convex set 
ABΔH  is non-empty, then there 

is at least a point r which meets formula (48) and 
thus meets formulas (46) and (47) as well. That is, 
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whether any two convex hulls AΔ  and BΔ  have any 

collision problems are summarized as the 

determination whether the convent set 
ABΔH  formed 

by formula (48) is non-empty or not. Considering the 
universality and generality of this kind of problem, 
formula (48) is extended to formula (49), and an 
analysis and study is conducted for formula (49) in 
this paper based on the status of n  variables:  
 

 brH ≤⋅Δ , (49) 
 

If it is recorded as: {
1

=IS 0| 1 >iai i≤1,  }m≤ , 

{ }miaiS iI ≤≤== 1,0| 12
, |{

3
iSI = }1,01 miai ≤≤> , 

[ ] nT
inii aaa ℜ∈= ,,1  , [ ] nT

nxxr ℜ∈= ,,1  . 

Then, the set ΔH
~

 formed by the set of inequalities in 

formula (49) can be abstracted as:  
 

{ }
321

,|
~

IIIi
T
i SSSibrar ∈≤⋅=ΔH , (50) 

 

The theoretical bases are provided for the 
collision detection algorithms proposed in this paper. 
 
 

3.2. Theoretical Bases 
 

Lemma 1: If φ=
1I

S  or φ=
3IS , then 

φ≠ΔH
~

. 

Proof: Suppose φ=
1I

S . Since φ=
2IS , then 

φ≠
3IS . According to this, a 0>Ζ  will be found 

to have [ ] Δ∈− H
~

0,,0, TZ   when Ζ  is 

great enough. Suppose φ=
3IS , similar conclusions 

can be drawn. The proof is finished.  

Lemma 2: If either 
2IS or 

3IS is empty, and 

φ≠
2IS , then φ≠ΔH , if and only if 

{ } φ≠∈≤⋅
2

,| Ii
T
i ibrar S . 

Proof: Since },|{
2Ii

T
i ibrar S∈≤⋅ φ≠ , take 

{ } φ≠∈≤⋅∈
2

,|0 Ii
T
i ibrarr S . If φ=

1I
S , then φ≠

3I
S . 

Suppose { }
3

|/)(max 00 I
T
i

T
ii iarabZ S∈⋅−= α  

and if 0Ζ>t , then for any 
3Ii S∈ , 

αT
i

T
ii arabt /)( 0⋅−>   will be founded. For any 

3Ii S∈ , +⋅=⋅+ 00 )( ratr T
i

T
i αμ i

T
i bat <⋅ α , 

since { }
2

,|0 Ii
T
i ibrarr S∈≤⋅∈ ,  

then for any 
2Ii S∈ ,  

=⋅+⋅=⋅+ αα T
i

T
i

T
i atratra 00 )( braT

i <⋅ 0 , 

and 
1

~
0 Δ∈⋅+ Hαtr , any Ζ∈t  will be founded. 

Therefore,  

{ }=∈≤⋅=Δ 321
,|

~
IIIi

T
i ibrar SSSH  φ≠Δ1

~
H . 

The proof is finished. 
It can be inferred from Lemma 2: Determine 

whether ΔH
~

 is empty according to the condition of 

Lemma 2, and only determine whether the set 

=Δ′H
~ { }

2
,| Ii

T
i ibrar S∈≤⋅  is empty. To 

determine the latter as to whether Δ′H
~

 is empty has 

become a low-dimensional problem, which makes the 
problems reduce the dimension and the simplification 
can be obtained.  

Theorem 1: If φ≠ΔH
~

, φ≠
1I

S , φ≠
1I

S , then 

there must be 
10 Ii S∈  to make 

00
1

)( i

n

j
jji bra ≤⋅

=

 

irredundant. There must be
31 Ii S∈ as well to make 

11
1

)( i

n

j
jji bra ≤⋅

=

 irredundant. 

Proof: First prove that there must be 
10 Ii S∈  to 

make 
=

⋅
n

j
jji ra

1

)(
0

 
0i

b≤  irredundant.  

Suppose
1I

i S∈∀ , 
=

⋅
n

j
jij ra

1

)(  ib≤  are 

redundant. If φ≠
2IS , since φ≠ΔH

~
 and ΔH

~
 is a 

subset for { }
2

,|
~

Ii
T
i ibrar SH ∈≤⋅=Ω , then 

{ } φ≠∈≤⋅
2

,| Ii
T
i ibrar S , take ≤⋅∈ rarr T

i|{0  

},
2Ii ib S∈ . If φ=

2IS , then nr ℜ∈0 . There is 

Z∀  to ensure that as long as Zt > exists, there will 

be 
1

~
0 Δ∈⋅+ Hαtr . Since 

{ }
3

|/)(max 00 I
T
i

T
ii iarabZ S∈⋅−= α , take 

[ ]0,1max ZZ = , then as long as Zt >  exists, 

there will be 0Zt > , then αT
i

T
ii arabt /)( 0−> , 

and any 
3Ii S∈  is founded. For 

any
3Ii S∈ , +⋅=⋅+ 00 )( ratra T

i
T
i α i

T
i bat <⋅ α , 

when φ≠
2IS , since ,|{0 i

T
i brarr ≤⋅∈ }

2Ii S∈ , 

then for any 
2Ii S∈ , 

00 )( ratra T
i

T
i ⋅⋅+ α i

T
i

T
i braat <⋅=⋅+ 0α ,  

1

~
0 Δ∈⋅+ Hαtr , and any Zt > is founded.  

Suppose: for
1I

i S∈∀ , the inequality 

i

n

j
jij bra ≤⋅

=1

)(  is redundant, then 

,|{
~~~

11 i
T
i brar ≤⋅== ΔΔΔ HHH  }

1I
i S∈ , and 
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{ }
11

,|
~

Ii
T
i ibrar SH ∈≤⋅⊆Δ . For any Zt > , 

rartr T
i ⋅⊆⋅+ |{0 α },

1Ii ib S∈≤ . That is 

i
T
iI btrai ≤⋅+∈∀ )(, 01

αS , which is 

contradictory to i
T
i

T
i batra ≤⋅+⋅ α0 . 

Since 
1I

i S∈∀ , 0>αT
ia , when 

{ }
1

|/)(max 0 I
T
i

T
ii iarabt S∈⋅−> α , the above 

inequality cannot be met. 
It can be proven in a similar way that there must 

be 
31 Ii S∈  to make 

11
1

)( i

n

j
jji bra ≤⋅

=

 irredundant.  

The proof is finished. 
 
 
3.3. Design of Collision Detection Algorithms 
 

According to Theorem 1, this section has 
designed the detection algorithm as to whether any 
two convex hulls in Cartesian work space collide 

with each other. Suppose ΔH
~

 represent the set for 

any two convex hulls formed by inequality (50), n  
represents the number of variables in inequality 

group set ΔH
~

 (the value which is equal or greater 

than zero will be taken.), IS  represents the subset for 

natural number set, then the pseudo codes of the 
collision detection algorithm BOOL Is Collision 

( ΔH
~

, n) is described as follows: 
 

Algorithm BOOL IsCollision( ΔH , n ) { 

1. if (there is an inequality for contradictory 

constants in convex set ΔH ) { 

2. It can be determined that the convex set 

formed by ΔH  is empty;  return false;} 

3. Record the index sets whose the coefficient of 

the first variable 1x  in the convex set ΔH  is 

greater than, equal or less than 0 as 

1I
S , 

2I
S , 

3I
S ; 

4. if (
1I

ϕ≠S &&
3I

ϕ≠S ) {Delete the first 

variable 1x  in ΔH ; turn to (1)}; 

5. if ((
1I

ϕ==S ||
3I

ϕ==S )&&
2I

ϕ==S ){ 

//according to Lemma 1 

6. The convex set formed by ΔH  is non-empty; 

return true; } //according to Lemma 2: 

7. if ((
1I

ϕ==S ||
3I

ϕ==S )&&
2I

ϕ≠S  ) { 

8. Delete the inequalities whose indexes in ΔH
~

 

are 
2IS , record the inequality set formed by 

the first variable 1x  as 1

~
ΔH ; 

9. if (IsCollision ( 1

~
ΔH ， 1−n )) { 

10. The convex set formed by ΔH
~

 is non-empty; 

return true; } 
11. else{ 

12. The convex set formed by ΔH
~

 is non-empty; 

return true; }} 

13. if (
31 II SS ≤ ) { 

1II SS = ;} 

14. else {
3II SS = ; } 

15. FOR (all Ii S∈ , take No. i  inequality in 

ΔH  and suppose it as an equation, simplify 

other inequalities to obtain a set of 
inequalities and make the number of 
variables in this set of inequalities is less than 

the number of variables in ΔH
~

; grant 2

~
ΔH  

to this set of inequalities){ //according to 
Theorem 1. 

16. if (IsCollision ( 2

~
ΔH , 1−n )){ 

17. The convex set formed by ΔH
~

 is non-empty; 

return true; } 
18. NEXT i;} 
19. return false;} 

 
 
4. Simulation Experiment 
 

To verify the effectiveness and correctness of the 
algorithm proposed in this paper, the author has 
conducted a lot of simulation experiments. 

Establish the virtual modeling of robot by taking 
KUKA robot with 6DoF as an example. KUKA's  
D-H parameters are shown in Table 1. 
 
 

Table 1. D-H parameters. 
 

No. αi (°) ai (mm) Θ i(°) di (mm) 

1 90 350 θ1 0 
2 0 850 θ2 -815 
3 90 145 θ3 0 
4 -90 0 θ4 0 
5 90 0 θ5 -820 
6 180 0 θ6 0 

 
 

Suppose the step size λ  of BBRrt algorithm in 
randomly extended sampling is 0.04, the maximal 

sampling quantity mn =50,000, the random sampling 

probability of configuration point Prob＝0.1,  the start 

configuration of KUKA robot startθ =[83.62, -57.27, 

90.64, -11.48, -33.90, -80.43]T, goal configuration 

goalθ =[ -84.73, -41.67, 91.55, 0.00, 40.12, 264.73]T, 
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and collision is avoided in the complex environment 
where multiple obstacles and narrow channels exist 

from startθ  to goalθ . Fig. 2 shows the bi-directional 

balanced RRT tree generated from the adoption of 
algorithm proposed in this paper. Fig. 3 is the time 
sequence process of joint and angle displayed from 
the optimized paths obtained after adopting the cubic 
spline method. The testing results for the collision 
detection algorithms proposed by this paper 
according to the different problems in the planning 
algorithms are shown in Table 2.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Generated bi-directional balanced tree. 
 
 

Table 2. Experiment results of collision  
detection algorithm. 

 
Formula (50) problem scales IsCollision ( ) execution time (s)

AΔH  

constraint 
number 

BΔH  

constraint 
number 

Calculation 
number 

Maximal 
execution 

time 

Minimal 
execution 

time 

Average 
execution 

time 

30 30 40 0.0042 0.0008 0.0009 
60 60 30 0.0048 0.0010 0.0012 
60 80 25 0.0058 0.0016 0.0020 
80 60 25 0.0070 0.0022 0.0026 
100 100 20 0.0080 0.0030 0.0032 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. Optimized paths. 

 
 
6. Conclusions 
 

The BBRrt algorithm and the collision detection 
algorithm based on convex set theory are adopted in 
this paper. Extending from the start configuration and 
the goal configuration to the opposite side, two 

balanced RRT trees are built. A collision-free motion 
path can be quickly found in configuration space 
from the start configuration to the goal configuration, 
which can effectively overcome the constraint of 
narrow channels, makes full use of multistep 
extension function and the balanced extension mode 
with enlightening purposes. It can effectively 
improve the convergence and repeatability of RRT 
algorithm and verify the algorithm completeness in 
theory and simulation experiment. The rapid collision 
detection algorithm based on convex hull is proposed 
by using convex set theory, which can effectively 
improve the efficiency and performance of collision 
avoidance motion planning.  
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